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R•E•A•L Opportunities (How we will learn) 
 

R.E. POLICY STATEMENT 

 
The teaching of RE at Stanley Road allows children to: 
 

 Learn about a range of established world religions 

 Learn from a range of established world religions 

 Develop a sense of open-mindedness, shared understanding, tolerance and inclusion 

 Deeply contextualise the Personal & Social Curriculum. 

 Experience, explore and understand the concept of freedom of belief (UNDHR 18) 

 

UNDHR (United Nations Declaration of Human Rights) 18. 
“Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his [or her] religion or belief, and freedom, 
either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his [or her] religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance.” 
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Children will handle religious artefacts, read sacred books and visit places of worship during their time 
at Stanley Road Primary School. 
 
 

                                         
  

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

The Depth & Breadth Approach to Religious Education 
Children will explore the phenomena of human faith through 6 strands. These strands may be taught one at a time over 6 half terms or occasionally combined (e.g. A Day in 

the Faith and Places of Worship sit well together, likewise places of worship & festivals (Eid & the Mosque?) sometimes work side by side). They aim to visit and re-visit 

stories, concepts, ideas and traditions so children build on knowledge and skills, deepening their understanding of what people believe, why they believe and how these 

beliefs alter, evolve and change, broadening tolerance into empathy, respect and understanding. 

 

The six strands are: 

 

Stories & Traditions Festivals A Day in The Faith Wise Words Faith Concepts Places of Worship 

Reading, exploring, 
retelling, acting, 
dramatising, illustrating, 
sculpting, analysing, 
criticising, comparing, 
evaluating and learning 
from the events in the 
written oral traditions of 
world religions. 
 
Here is where we will 
come across creation 
myths, the origins of 
faiths, the personality of 
Buddha, Jesus, the 
Prophet Mohammed, 
Guru Nanak etc,  and the 
interaction of God or 
gods with their faithful. 

Exploring, comparing, 
contrasting and re-
enacting the 
celebrations, symbols, 
rites and sacraments of 
major world faiths. 
 
Here we will explore how 
important light, hope,  
renewal etc. Are to all 
faiths, how they are 
variously interpreted and 
become symbols and 
icons.  
 
In the first instance this is 
local in KS1, then 
becoming national in 
Phase 2 and Global in 
Phase 3 

Finding out about the 
individual experiences of 
children in faith 
communities. 
P&S Myself & Others 

This should take the form 
of an inquiry into 
observance, involving 
witness from a child or 
adult of the faith (TV 
programme minimum, 
REAL member of the 
community at best)  
following themes e.g. 
Special Food (bread & 
wine etc.) 
Special Days (Shabbat, 
Friday prayers etc.) 
Special Clothing (Sunday 
Best, Yarmulke,) 
Special Preparations 
(ritual washing, fasting, 
etc.) 
Special Words (prayers, 
reciting scripture, holy 
books) 
Special People (Imams, 
Rabbis, priests, etc.) 

This is a chance to look 
at, discuss, analyse, 
evaluate and even write 
proverbs, sayings, 
parables etc. from a 
range of religion. Why 
do these matter to 
people. Which have 
passed into the 
language. What can we 
learn from them? 
 
This may include written 
proverbs from sacred 
texts “pride comes 
before a fall” PROVERBS, 
the words of sacred 
figures “your suffering is 
my suffering” BUDDHA, or 
the teachings or religious 
or moral leaders e.g. “Be 
the change you want to 
see in the world” GHANDI. 

Children spend many 
lessons considering an 
aspect of faith common 
to many world religions, 
pulling it apart, 
questioning it and 
attempting to 
understand why it is 
important. 
 
This strand should be 
multi-faith and cross 
curricular, taking in 
reading, writing and 
especially philosophy. 
 
 

Children visit, compare 
and contrast, examine 
and analyse various 
formal centres of 
worship.  
 
This is a chance not only 
to broaden horizons but 
to look at architecture 
and interior design. 
Children should be 
accounting for the 
significance and 
symbolism of objects, 
layouts, distances and 
the geography of sacred 
buildings.  
 
This is also a chance to 
foster an attitude of 
respect and the beliefs 
and sacred ground of 
others, despite one’s own 
beliefs. 

 

 

 



 

 Year Stories & Traditions Festivals A Day in The Faith Wise Words Faith Concepts Places of Worship 
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Stories common to the 
three monotheistic 
religions (Judaism, 
Christianity & Islam) 
Creation, The Flood, 
Joseph & his Brothers 
etc. 

Light & Hope in our 
community 
E.g. Christmas, 
Hanukah, Eid Mubarak)  
 

Christian or Jewish child 
on an ordinary special 
day – Sunday or Shabbat 
for example, not a 
major festival. 
P&S Myself & Others 

 

Simple folk proverbs 
with a moral, esp 
focussing on personal 
conduct and 
relationships. 
 
P&S: Myself & Others, 

Community Life  reflect on 
what this wisdom means for i) 
my behaviour ii) my 
relationships iii) society 
 
Focus at least one lesson on 
friendships and the good/bad 
side of this 

Thanks & Gratitude 
Examining the concept 
of giving thanks in 
religion, asking children 
to count their blessings 
(metaphorically) and 
relate this to the 
religious experience of 
others. Thanks through 
prayer, though giving 
things back and festivals 
such as Harvest. 
P&S: Who Helps Us? to whom 
are we thankful … who helps 
us? NHS, police etc. 

Churches (Baptisms) 

2 

Stories the New 
Testament, exploring 
the figure of Jesus as he 
relates to  
Judaism (the idea of 
prophecies – Isaiah etc. 
and The Messiah), 
Christianity (his teaching 
at the centre of 
Christian beliefs) and  
Islam (Jesus as an 
important prophet). 

Festivals of Spring & 
Renewal as celebrated 
in our community 
E.g. Easter, Passover 

A Muslim or Jewish child 
on an ordinary day of 
observance such as 
attending mosque or 
synagogue. 
P&S Myself & Others 

 

Book of Proverbs in the 
Old Testament (carefully 
selected proverbs) 
 
“Go to the ant, you 
sluggard; consider its 
ways and be wise!” 

 
Sayings of Jesus which 
have become 
proverbial: 
 
“Let he who is without 
sin cast the first stone” 
 
“It is easier for a camel 
to go through the eye of 
a needle”…etc. 
P&S: Myself & Others, Community 

Life  reflect on what this wisom 
means for i) my behaviour ii) my 
relationships iii) society 

Prayer & Petition 
(Why do religious 
people talk to God?) 
Examine 4 kinds of 
prayer: Praise, Gratitude 
(Thanksgiving), Petition 
(Asking for things)  & 
Contrition (saying sorry). 
Which religions believe 
prayers are answered, 
formal and informal 
prayers etc. – how are 
these prayers liked to 
rites, rituals and 
sacraments.  
P&S Who Helps Us?  Incl. 
prayers for the sick, hospital 
chaplains, etc. 

Churches (Contrast) / 
Mosque incl. marriage 
rites 
P&S Myself & Others 

Partnerships and 
marriage – look at 
marriage in depth and 
stress alternatives to 
marriage, partnerships 
etc. 

 

 

 

 



 Year Stories & Traditions Festivals A Day in The Faith Words of Wisdom Faith Concepts Places of Worship 
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3 

Stores and traditions 
from the Hindu 
pantheon of Gods and 
teachings. I particular 
the beginnings of 
contrast with 
monotheistic stories and 
teachings. 

Light & Hope as 
practiced in the UK e.g. 
Diwali. 
 

A Hindu child attending 
temple or a culturally 
significant day like a 
wedding. 
P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Living 

Wisdom and teachings 
of Hindu faith 
 
“A man in this world 
without learning is as a 
beast of the field.” 
 
“Dig your well before 
you're thirsty” 
 
P&S: Myself & Others, 

Community Life  reflect on 
what this wisdom means for i) 
my behaviour ii) my 
relationships iii) society 

Fasting & Abstinence 
Why do some religious 
people say no to some 
foods, stop eating and 
drinking sometimes etc? 
Religious vegetarianism, 
Halal, Kosher, fish on 
Fridays, fasting before 
communion etc.  
P&S Uses & Abuses alchohol & 
stimulant abstinence across 
faiths. Healthy Body, Healthy 

Mind risks of taking dietary 
control to extremes (Lent, 
Ramadam, etc.) / wider 
context of extremism. 

Temples 
 

4 

Stores and traditions 
from the Sikh writings 
and teachings, 
continuing the contrast 
with the three 
Abrahamic monotheistic 
religions stories and 
teachings (Sikh is 
monotheistic) but 
developing Sikhism’s 
evolution from 
Hinduism – what does it 
keep and share, what 
has it left behind? 

 Spring and Renewal  
in the UK e.g. (Christian 
Easter, Hindu: Makar 
Sankranti, Chinese New 
Year) 

A Sikh child’s visit to 
temple or experience of 
an important ceremony.  
P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Living 

Hindu/Sikh proverbs 
and sayings, including 
wisdom of Gurus, e.g. 
Guru Gobind Singh… 
 
“The ignorant person is 
totally blind; he does not 
appreciate the value of 
the jewel.” 
 
“Shed not recklessly the 
blood of another with 
thy sword, lest the 
Sword On High falls 
upon thy neck.”  
 
P&S: Myself & Others, 

Community Life  reflect on 
what this wisdom meansd for 
i) my behaviour ii) my 
relationships iii) society 

Charity & Giving 
Why do many faiths 
place importance on 
giving money, food, 
clothes, helping the sick 
etc? Is this just a 
religious thing? Where 
is the scriptural basis for 
this; does it vary from 
faith to faith? Is there 
such a thing as a purely 
selfless act etc? Are 
Christian charities 
different to secular 
charities?  
P&S: Who Helps Us? explore 
charitiy work bioth religious 
and non-religious, and the 
concept of  self-sacrifice, 
people who give their time, 
life & prayers for the sick, 
dying and less fortunate, 
examine NHS, medical 
infrastructure too. 

Temples 

 

 

 

 



 

 Year Stories & Traditions Festivals A Day in The Faith Wise Words Faith Concepts Places of Worship 
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5 

Stories and traditions 
from the life of the 
Buddha, placed in 
historical context with 
the events of other 
world religions, contrast 
with life of Jesus and 
beliefs about both 
individuals. 

Light & Hope across the 
world e.g Diwali in 
India, Mardi Gras in 
Brazil, the Hajj 
pilgrimage. 

Young Buddhist’s 
experience of 
meditation and worship 
– how does a special day 
in their life contract 
with other faiths.  
 
At this level (phase 3) 
contrast p[perhaps a 
Chinese or Indian 
Buddhist child in their 
home country with a UK 
Buddhist) 
 
P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Living, 
Healthy Body, Healthy 
Mind 

Buddhist proverbs, 
sayings of the Buddha 
and the idea of mantra: 
 

“the mind is everything, 
what you think you 
become.” 
 

“It is better to travel 
well than to arrive”  
 
P&S: Myself & Others, 

Community Life  reflect on 
what this widsom meansd for 
i) my behaviour ii) my 
relationships iii) society 

Schism & Denomination 
 

How do religions evolve, 
split, fragment and 
multiply (Catholic / 
Protestant, Calvinist, 
Baptist, High Church, 
Low Church, Quaker, 
Puritan, etc. ) 
What is a Messianic 
Jew? Reformed Jew? 
Agnostic? What does 
Ecumenical mean?  
P&S Healthy Body, Healthy 

Mind explore degrees of 
fundamentalism and 
extremism, considering 
consequences for individuals 

& society. 

Place of Buddhist 
worship, or visit from 
practicing Buddhist to 
describe meditation and 
faithful behaviour. 

6 

Detailed, studied tailed 
comparisons of stories, 
texts and traditions etc 
from single faiths (i.e. 
comparing translations 
of the gospels) and 
across faiths (detailed 
analysis of Narratives of 
the Flood), discussing 
how these may impact 
on faith and belief. 

Spring & Renewal 
across the world. 
(Hindu: Makar Sankranti 
in India, Chinese New 
Year in China) 

Examine a minority 
religion (Bah’ai, Hare 
Krishna, Quaker?) and 
look for comparisons 
and contrasts  
 
P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Living, 
Healthy Body, Healthy 
Mind 

Book of Proverbs 2 
Revisit the Book of 
Proverbs from the OT to 
look again in the light of 
maturity, read closely, 
compare translations, 
debate and discuss. 
 

“Above all else, guard 
your heart, for 
everything you do flows 
from it.” 
 

“As iron sharpens iron; 
so one person sharpens 
another.”  
 

P&S: Myself & Others, 

Community Life  reflect on 
what this wisdom means for i) 
my behaviour ii) my 
relationships iii) society 

Death & Rebirth 
 

What are the variations 
in belief about afterlife? 
What are the scriptural 
bases for these?  
 

Do funeral rites vary 
around the world. What 
about agnostic and 
humanist funerals?  
 

What do stories about 
death & rebirth (e.g. 
Easter Story, teachings 
about the Dali Lama) 
teach us about Faith?  
P&S Healthy Body Healthy 

Mind explore worries about 
loss and death including 
children who have 
experienced grief. 

Visit place of worship of 
minority religion studied 
(e.g. Quaker Society of 
Friends’ Meeting House 
in Sansome Walk) 
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Art & Design: The history of art and 
the history of faith are inextricably 
linked, whether by church 
patronage of art throught the 
middle ages and enlightenment, 
church, mosque and temple 
architecture and pattern and 
design (mosaic, stained glass). If art 
expresses what we think, believe or 
wonder then there is a place for 
faith in this. 

Computing: The internet is a great 
hub for religious source materials: 
(sacred texts and stories) but also 
children should be recording their 
RE learning digitally, using 
computers to handle data and 
express learning creatively within 
RE lessons such as databases and 
graphs of beliefs, powerpoints 
about faith and well produced 
illustrated accounts. 

Dance: Dance is a place where 
onec can express doubt, faith and 
certainty. Not only can religious 
stories and events be explored 
through dance but religious 
concept and experiences. A dance 
tryptich called Prayer ? An 
interperetation of  Jesus’ miracles? 
A creative respose to music by John 
Taverner? 

D&T: The design conventions of 
pattern and architecture of faith 
cultures may influence quality 
design work, whether it be certain 
colour choices, limitations or 
techniques such as Islamic mosaic 
tiles or stained glass work. How 
would your design change if it was 
trying to reach out to a specific 
faith demographic? 

English: Sacred texts are central to 
the experience of faith. Reading, 
closely reading, retelling, 
discussing, debating and 
challenging these texts should 
inform thew English curriculum. 
Quality fictuion and non-fiction on 
a religious theme can be enriched 
with vocabulary from faith and 
belief and faith is a subtle and 
motive for character and action. 

Geography: Children should 
consider how human movements 
and behaviour are dictated / 
affected by beliefs, and how those 
beliefs change from country to 
country. When understanding a 
location children should become 
increasingly aware of the subtleties 
of belief, understanding how the 
land itself plays a part in many 
faiths. 

History: Religion is one of the great 
continuities in the world, but also 
one of the major causes of change; 
it is not possible to look at 
civilisations and events without 
considering beliefs and attitude to 
beliefs. Consider the English Civil 
War and the Second World War 
without religious prejudice or the 
Viking Invasions without the 
justification of their myth cycle 

Mathematics: The Book of 
Numbers? RE provides rich 
opportunities for data handling – 
dates, time scales, quantities. “If 
India has a population of 1.25 
Billion and a quarter of these are 
Christian …” Children should be 
expressing Religious facts and 
figures accurately, efficiently and in 
detail where appropriate with 
mathematical rigour. 

Music: Much music has been 
written expressly for worship and 
many musicvians and composers 
have explored, witnessded and 
change their faith in their music. 
C.f. Cat Stevens, Van Morrison, 
George Harrison. Consider the 
lyruics of hymns, the cadences of 
sacred music and music based on 
scared texts. 

PE: Sport is a place of belief, 
tradition and even superstition. 
Can you pray for a win? The 
spiritual dimension of winning, 
losing, teamwork and humility can 
be explored in depth, referring the 
lives of athletes and sportspeople 
who have faith in their life. E.g. 
Muslims Muhammad Ali & Mo 
Farrar, Christians Wayne Rooney & 
Daniel Sturridge. 

Philosophy: Questions about 
metaphysics (what is real?), 
epistemology (what can be 
known?) and ethics (what is right?) 
can be asked in a secular and faith 
context; few faiths are without a 
philosophical basis, be it the six 
Hindu Āstika schools of thought or 
Western Christian Theology. What 
happens when we die? Is it faith if 
we know? Can two faiths both be 
right? Can it be legal and a sin?  

Science: Religious beliefs which 
are challenged by science must 
be discussed sensitively, and the 
impact of science on the world 
(animal testing, atomic power, 
pollution etc.) needs to be 
addressed. Where scinec is in 
direct opposition to some faiths 
it is worth studying and 
discussing this, tking xchildren 
closer to the nature of faith as 
opposed to belief or knowledge. 

 

 



 

R.E.A.L. Objectives (What we will learn to do) 
 

 

 

 

 

Children should learn: 

To research To articulate To compare To reflect  To respond 

using using analysing evaluation creating 

Children will use sacred 
texts, visits to sacred places, 
conversations with believers 
and secondary resources to 
discover the nature of belief 
locally, nationally and 
globally. 

Children will recount 
significant faith-based 
stories and experiences, 
developing a secure 
awareness of their own 
beliefs and those of others. 

Children analyse the 
diversity of belief, comparing 
and contrasting religious 
observance and gathering 
data to inform their growing 
understanding of faith 
traditions. 

Children develop intellectual 
responses to religions and 
traditions thinking deeply, 
contextualising with their 
own experience and 
expressing themselves 
through inquiry and  
discussion. 

Children develop creative 
and intellectual responses to 
religions and traditions 
expressing themselves 
through inquiry, discussion 
and the arts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

R•E•A•L Outcomes (What will learning look like?) 
 

The Depth & Breadth Assessment Model: Points System 

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 

Year 1 Year 1 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
Surface 

Learning 
Enhanced 
Learning 

Deep 
Learning 

Surface 
Learning 

Enhanced 
Learning 

Deep 
Learning 

Surface 
Learning 

Enhanced 
Learning 

Deep 
Learning 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
 3+   6+   9+   12+   15+   18+ 

 

We are assessing not just the amount that children learn, but the depth and breadth of their learning. We monitor how 

well a child understands a concept and how useful that learning becomes. Progress in the D&B model widen from shallow, 

surface-level learning, to an enhanced understanding then beyond, into deep, thoughtful ownership.  Extremely deep and 

rich learning within a year group is recorded as n+ signifying mastery of the subject. 

We chart children’s understanding on this continuum, giving them a numerical score, based on averages. This is their 

attainment. The difference in attainment from one assessment to the next is their progress. The combination of both in a 

broad picture is their achievement.  
 

with support and modelling with modelling Independently mastery (n+) 
Children attempt and complete learning after 
concepts and skills are clearly demonstrated. They 
make mistakes, are assisted and use consistent 
and continuing feedback to improve during the 
process. 

Children attempt and complete learning after 
concepts and skills are clearly demonstrated. They 
work collaboratively or unaided, needing 
formative feedback, demonstrating maturing skills 
and concepts. 

Children attempt and complete work confidently 
and independently, in collaboration or alone. They 
are largely unaided with minimum scaffolding and 
are demonstrating embedded skills and concepts. 

Children’s knowledge and understanding of the 
subject is so deep and thorough that they have 
required personalised extension and enrichment 
from the class teacher. Their work shows unusual 
insight, broad applications and great creativity. 
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Depth of Learning 

Stage of Teaching 

 Breadth of Learning 
 
 

To research To articulate To compare To reflect  To respond 

using using analysing evaluation creating 
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To research: with support and 
modelling I can ask questions about the 
celebrations of classmates. 
 

To articulate: with support and 
modelling I can discuss my own family 
traditions and celebrations. 

To compare: with support and 
modelling I can compare what is similar 
about my traditions in contrast with my 
classmate. P&S Myself & Others, 

Community Life[“I take remove shoes in the 

house out of respect; Faizan removes shoes in 

mosque out of respect”] 

P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can discuss the spiritual or “special” 
themes of a celebration or place of 
worship. 

[“You have to be quiet in church. It’s like being in 

someone’s old house.”] 

To respond: 
With support and modelling, I can make 
music, objects or images broadly 
significant to celebrations. 

[We’re all making straw mangers…I’ve drawn 

windows on too so baby Jesus  can see the 

donkey”] 

2 Spr 

To research: with support and 
modelling ask questions about the 
celebrations of classmates and share 
simple relevant texts 

. 
To articulate: with support I can discuss 
my own family traditions and 
celebrations and those of classmates. 

To compare: with support and 
modelling I can compare what is 
different about my traditions and 
celebrations in contrast with my 
classmates. 

[Bilal: “There are not Eid carols like Christmas 

Carols. It’s different.”] P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Life 

P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To reflect: With modelling I can discuss 
the spiritual or “special” themes of a 
celebration or place of worship, verbally 
and in writing.  

[“ you can see crosses everywhere in St Martin’s 

because of Jesus dying on a cross and people 

remembering that…”] 

To respond:  With modelling and I can 
make music, objects or images 
significant to celebrations. 

[“I’m making a Diwa lamp. I’m painting it orange and 

red because those are special Hindu colours”] 

3 
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To research: I can ask questions about 
the celebrations of classmates and read 
simple relevant texts. 
 

 [“Why do you get washed before mosque?”] 
To articulate: I can discuss my own 
family traditions and celebrations, those 
of classmates and refer to facts from my 
own reading. 

To compare: I can compare and 
contrast what is similar or different 
about my traditions and celebrations  
and those of my classmates.  

[“Whilst you do get gifts at Hanukkah, it’s not like 

loads of big Christmas presents; there are fewer, 

and they don’t have Santa Claus or Jesus. They 

pray, though, just like Christians.”] P&S Myself 
& Others, Community Life 

P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To reflect: I can discuss what is 
commemorated in a celebration or 
place of worship, and evaluate its 
significance verbally and in writing. 
To reflect: I can begin to discuss the 
meaning of faith based stories, 
responding to questions about moral 

and message.[“It means ‘never give up; and 

good people win in the end, I think’”]  
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To respond: I can independently adapt 
my creative response so that it has a 
very simple commemorative function 

“[my crown has candles around it…for the Light of 

the World…Now I’m doing holly and ivy on it from 

that Christmas song.”] 

4 Aut 
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To research: With support and 
modelling I can use a range of simple 
texts and real conversations to discover 
details of faith and belief. 
 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling I can summarise  stories from 
sacred texts. 
 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling  I can recall and retell wise 
sayings or proverbs. 

To compare: With support and 
modelling I can trace patterns in stories 
from a single faith, commenting on the 
significance. [“Jesus heals a lot of 
people doesn’t he?”] 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can begin to discuss the meaning of 
religious stories and sayings using 
words like moral, message or meaning. 
To respond: With support and 
modelling I can discuss good and bad 
choices in the light of religious stories. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To respond: With support and 
modelling I can formulate simple 
relevant questions about stories and 
traditions. 
To respond: With support and 
modelling I can respond to faith stories 
in imaginative writing and dramatic 
speech. 

5 
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To research: With modelling I can use 
texts and my own questions to answer 
simple questions about faith and belief. 
 

To articulate: I can summarise or retell  
stories from sacred texts. 
 
To articulate: With support and 
modelling  I can recall and retell wise 
sayings or proverbs from a range of 
sources. 

To compare: With support and 
modelling I can compare and contrast 
the Christian religion (stories, places, 
symbols etc.) with other beliefs and 
traditions.  

[“Not all bible readers read the whole Bible. For 

instance, Jews read the first part but not the last 

part.”] 

To reflect: With modelling I can discuss 
the meaning and significance of 
religious stories, sayings and 
celebrations, using words like moral, 
message or meaning. 
To respond: I can judge good or bad 
behaviour in the light of religious 
stories. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To respond: With modelling I can 
formulate simple relevant questions 
about stories and traditions. 
To respond: With support and 
modelling I can respond to faith stories 
the arts, imaginative writing and 
dramatic speech. 

6 Sum 

 
To research: I confidently use simple 
web- and paper-based texts and my 
simple conversations with people of 
faith to gather basic information, 
evidence and data about belief. 

To articulate: I can simply summarise 
the basic beliefs of a faith community, 
retelling stories from that tradition. 
 
To articulate: I can independently recall 
and retell wise sayings or proverbs from 
a range of sources.  

To compare: I can confidently compare 
and contrast patterns and trends in the 
faith stories I have heard. 

[“There is a flood in the Quran and in the Bible, but 

Noah is called Nuh instead. There are other flood 

stories too in other religions. I wonder why?”] 
To compare: I can confidently compare 
and contrast, in simple terms the 
Christian faith with other faiths. 

To reflect: I confidently respond to 
religious stories with a simple but 
informed opinion, relating to what is 
commemorated, what is significant, 
what is meant or what is being taught. 

[“It means that even though they thought 

Samaritans were bad, this one was good, so you 

shouldn’t judge everyone the same.”] 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To respond: I can respond to 
celebrations creatively and 
independently with interesting 
questions and creating designs for 
significant but personal objects, images, 
stories, poems or dramas.  
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To research: With support and 
modelling I begin to explore religious 
sources, using them to gather evidence 
about the traditions and beliefs of 
others. 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling I can summarise in basic 
terms the beliefs and practices of a faith 
tradition. 
 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling  I can retell stories, parables, 
narratives etc. from faith traditions, 
explaining in simple terms why they are 
important to believers. 

To compare: With support and 
modelling I can aspects within a religion 
(different kinds of churches) or between 
religions (kinds of stories told) 
recognising main similarities and 
differences. 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
handle religious artefacts and 
documents with developing respect. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can discuss things I find unlikely or 
surprising respectfully, aware that they 
are very important to others. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond: With support and 
modelling  I can use religious subject 
matter (stories, concepts) as starting 
points for artistic projects. (e.g. write 
my own proverbs, parables etc. draw 
pictures with religious symbolism, 
design stained glass windows, gargoyles 
etc) 

8 Spr 

To research: With modelling, I begin to 
explore religious sources in detail, using 
them to gather multiple pieces of 
evidence about the traditions and 
beliefs of others. 

To articulate: With modelling I can 
summarise in basic terms the beliefs 
and practices of a faith tradition. 
 

To articulate: With modelling  I can 
retell stories, parables, narratives etc. 
from faith traditions, explaining in 
simple terms why they are important to 
believers. 

To compare: With modelling I can 
aspects within a religion (e.g. different 
kinds of churches) or between religions 
(e.g. kinds of stories told) recognising 
main similarities and differences, 

sorting and classifying [“These are all 

symbols about cleanness, but these are symbols 

about eating and nourishment”]. 

To reflect: With modelling I handle 
religious artefacts and documents with 
developing respect. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can discuss things I find unlikely or 
surprising respectfully, aware that they 
are very important to others. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond: With modelling  I can use 
religious subject matter (stories, 
concepts) as starting points for artistic 
projects. (e.g. write my own proverbs, 
parables etc. draw pictures with 
religious symbolism, design stained 
glass windows, gargoyles etc) 
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To research: I begin to independently 
explore religious sources in detail, using 
them to gather multiple pieces of 
evidence about the traditions and 
beliefs of others. 

To articulate: I can independently 
summarise in basic terms the beliefs 
and practices of a faith tradition. 
 

To articulate: I can independently retell 
stories, parables, narratives etc. from 
faith traditions, explaining in simple 
terms why they are important to 
believers. 

To compare: I can independently sort 
and classify aspects within a religion 
(e.g. different kinds of churches) or 
between religions (e.g. kinds of stories 
told) recognising main similarities and 
differences. 

To reflect: I independently handle 
religious artefacts and documents with 
developing respect.  
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life 
To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can discuss things I find unlikely or 
surprising respectfully, aware that they 
are very important to others. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond:  I confidently use religious 
subject matter (stories, concepts) as 
basic starting points for artistic projects. 
(e.g. write my own proverbs, parables 
etc. draw pictures with religious 
symbolism, design stained glass 
windows, gargoyles etc) 
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To research: With support and 
modelling, in answering my own and 
others questions I can suggest and 
select from a range of possible religious 

sources [websites, photographs, non-fiction 

books, documents, artefacts etc.] 
 

To research: With support and 
modelling I begin to take detailed notes. 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling I can give a structured 
account of the beliefs and practices of a 
faith tradition, referring to stories, 
symbols, ceremonies etc. 
 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling  I can retell several stories, 
parables, narratives etc. from faith 
traditions, explaining why they are 
important to believers. 

To compare: With support and 
modelling I can compare in detail the 
beliefs and practices of faith traditions, 
citing similarities and differences 
between a range of stories, symbols and 
practices. 

[“The Menorah is like the Christingle candle really– 

light in the darkness. Diwali’s like that too. All in 

winter, all offering hope and warmth!”] 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
handle religious artefacts and 
documents with respect. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can begin to discuss what can be 
learned from the beliefs and ethics of 
other religions, even if I don’t believe in 
the sacred aspect myself. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond:  With support and 
modelling  I can develop longer or more 
sophisticated  art, music, literature, 
dance etc with a religious or faith 
theme, exploring concepts of faith 
through creative projects. 

11 
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To research: With some guidance, in 
answering my own and others 
questions, I can suggest and select from 
a range of possible religious sources. 
 

To research: With modelling I begin to 
take detailed and concise notes, 
revising at intervals. 

To articulate: With modelling I can give 
a structured account of the beliefs and 
practices of a faith tradition, referring 
to stories, symbols, ceremonies etc. 

To compare: With modelling I can 
compare in detail the beliefs and 
practices of faith traditions, citing 
similarities and differences between a 
range of stories, symbols and practices. 

[“Gosh, Sikhism  came out of Hinduism, and 

Christianity came out of Judaism – are there any 

others like that?”] 

To reflect: With modelling I handle 
religious artefacts and documents with 
respect.P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Life, 

To reflect: With modelling I can begin to 
discuss what can be learned from the 
beliefs and ethics of other religions, 
even if I don’t believe in the sacred 
aspect myself. P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Life; Healthy Body Healthy 
Mind 

To respond:  With modelling  I can 
develop longer or more sophisticated  
art, music, literature, dance etc with a 
religious or faith theme, exploring 
concepts of faith through creative 
projects. [e.g. a dance based on the 
story of the good Samaritan] 

12 Sum 

To research: I select, independently, 
the most appropriate research tool 
from those available to me to gather 
evidence, answer questions and 
enquire. 
 

To research: I take useful notes which 
inform my writing, enquiry and 
creativity. 

To articulate: I can give a structured 
account of the beliefs and practices of a 
faith tradition, referring to stories, 
symbols, ceremonies etc, using specific 
language and explaining the 
significance. 

To compare: I independently compare 
in detail the beliefs and practices of 
faith traditions, citing similarities and 
differences between a range of stories, 
symbols and practices. 

[“I suppose that the ritual washing in Islam is like 

infant baptism isn’t it, but just every time a Muslim 

goes to Mosque, instead of just once.”] 

To reflect: I handle religious artefacts 
and documents with respect. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 

To reflect: I can discuss what can be 
learned from the beliefs of other 
religions, even if I don’t believe in the 
sacred aspect. P&S Myself & Others, 
Community Life; Healthy Body Healthy 
Mind 

To respond:  With modelling  I can 
develop longer or more sophisticated  
art, music, literature, dance etc with a 
religious or faith theme, exploring 
concepts of faith through creative 
projects. [e.g. an “proverbs” comic 
strip] 
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To research: With support and 
modelling I can begin to explore the 
idea of witness, researching first person 
accounts and interviews with people of 
faith. 
To research: With support and 
modelling I can research a specific topic 
area (e.g. origins of Shrove Tuesday), 
using several sources until I find the 
range of detail I need. 
 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling I can relate practices to 
events through the idea of 

commemoration. [“The Passover 

commemorates the account in Exodus where the 

angel of death is supposed to have left the Jewish 

houses alone.”] 
 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling  I can begin to summarise the 
specific articles of faith of another 
person 

To compare: With support and 
modelling  I can compare variance in 
practice within denominations or 
geographical dispersal, noting 

similarities and differences.[“Christmas 

presents are given on Christmas Eve here, 

Christmas Day there and in Spain baby Jesus 

brings them at Epiphany.’] 
To compare: With support and 
modelling I can compare the beliefs of 
world religions and individuals, sorting 
between fact & faith. 

To reflect: With support and modelling  I 
can speculate about a moral or spiritual 
message in a festival or event. [“Maybe the 

Passover makes you think that it’s good to belong to a 

community] 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can discuss the positive and negative 
effects of religious beliefs on individuals 
behaviour. 
P&S Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond: With support and 
modelling  I can create artistic 
responses to faith stories, concept, 
places etc. which begin to explore 

beliefs in some depth. (e.g. an allegorical 

painting using religious symbolism, a religious 

triptych, an abstract sculpture called “faith”, a 

story with religious plot point / twist.etc.) 

14 Spr 

To research: With modelling I can begin 
to explore the idea of witness, 
researching first person accounts and 
interviews with people of faith. 
 
To research: With modelling I can 
research a specific topic area (e.g. 
origins of Shrove Tuesday), using 
several sources until I find the range of 
detail I need. 

To articulate: With modelling I can 
relate practices to events through the 
idea of commemoration, commenting 
on individual symbols, practices and 
rites.  
To articulate: With modelling  I can 
begin to summarise the specific articles 

of faith of another person. . [Charles I 

believed he was God’s representative on earth.. He 

called this his “Divine Right”.] 

To compare: With modelling I can 
compare variance in practice within 
denominations or geographical 
dispersal, noting similarities and 
differences. 
To compare: With modelling I can 
compare the beliefs of various world 
religions and individuals, sorting 
between historical fact & articles of 
faith. 

To reflect: With modelling  I can speculate 
about a moral or spiritual message in a 
festival or event. 
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 

To reflect: With modelling I can discuss the 
positive and negative effects of religious 
beliefs on individual and community 
behaviour.[“Telling other people they are sinful isn’t 

what religion’s about some groups get bogged down 

telling each other off.”] P&S Healthy Body, 
Healthy Mind 

To respond: With modelling  I can 
create longer or extended artistic 
responses to faith stories, concept, 
places etc. which begin to explore 
beliefs in some depth. 
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To research: I can independently use 
first person accounts and witness 
testimonies to understand the specific 
beliefs of individuals.  
 

To research: I independently and 
reliably research a specific topic area 
(e.g. origins of Shrove Tuesday), using 
several sources until I find the range of 
detail I need. 

To articulate: I independently relate 
practices to events through the idea of 
commemoration, commenting on 
individual symbols, practices and rites. 

 
To articulate: I can begin to 
independently summarise the specific 
articles of faith of another person 

To compare: I independently can 
compare variance in practice within 
denominations or geographical 
dispersal, noting similarities and 
differences.  
To compare: I can compare the beliefs 
of various world religions and 
individuals, sorting between historical 
fact & articles of faith. 

To reflect: I can speculate about a moral or 
spiritual message in a festival or event.  
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 

To reflect: I can confidently discuss the 
positive and negative effects of religious 
beliefs on individuals, communities and 
nations.[If you can’t get elected without being 

Christian, how’s it “Land of the Free?”] 
P&S Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond: I can create longer or 
extended artistic responses to faith 
stories, concept, places etc. which begin 
to explore beliefs in some depth. 
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To research: With support and 
modelling I can conduct research into 
sacred texts, secondary sources and 
faith witnesses to support my own 
arguments, or to challenge the 
arguments of others. 

To articulate: With support and 
modelling  I explain the significance of 
symbols, practices and celebrations to 
individuals and groups, in relation to 
historical events and articles of faith, 
using a high level of specific RE 
vocabulary, verbally and in writing. 

To compare: With support and 
modelling  I can compare texts and 
translations of spiritual books / 
accounts side by side. 
 

To compare: With support and 
modelling  and can sort between 
historical fact and opinion and religious 
belief and opinion, giving examples. 

To reflect: With support and modelling I 
can evaluate the wider impact of religious 
belief, considering the role faith has played 
in history (e.g. politics, the arts, war, and 
crime & punishment)  
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
To reflect: With support and modelling  I 
can reflect on how different translations of 
religious texts may lead to different 
interpretations & practices.  
P&S Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond: With support and 
modelling  I can use my knowledge 
about religious beliefs to inform 
religious artworks in multiple parts 
which explore ideas of faith. 

e.g. a short series of poems about karma ,  a series 

of designs for stained glass windows in a multi-faith 

chapel, etc. 
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To research: With modelling I can 
conduct research sacred texts, 
secondary sources and faith witnesses 
to support my own arguments, or to 
challenge the arguments of others. 

To articulate: With modelling  I explain 
the significance of symbols, practices 
and celebrations to individuals and 
groups, in relation to historical events 
and articles of faith, using a high level of 
specific RE vocabulary, verbally and in 
writing. 

To compare: With modelling  I can 
compare texts and translations of 
spiritual books / accounts side by side, 
looking for patterns, translations 
anomalies etc.  
To compare: With modelling I can sort 
between historical fact and opinion and 
religious belief and opinion, giving 
examples. 

To reflect: With modelling I can evaluate 
the wider impact of religious belief, 
considering the role faith has played in 
history.  
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
To reflect: With modelling  I can reflect on 
how different translations of texts may 
lead to different interpretations and 
practices. P&S Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond: With modelling I can use 
my knowledge about religious beliefs to 
inform religious artworks in multiple 
parts which explore ideas of faith, using 
specific knowledge and understanding 
about the beliefs of other people. 

18 Sum 

To research: I confidently use a wide 
range of sources (religious, historical, 
personal etc.) to gather useful religious 
information for a specific purpose, 
aiming to build a case or challenge a 
theory. 

To articulate: I independently explain 
the significance of symbols, practices 
and celebrations to individuals and 
groups, in relation to historical events 
and articles of faith, using a high level of 
specific RE vocabulary. 

To compare: I can compare texts and 
translations of spiritual books / 
accounts side by side, reading sacred 
texts as literature, looking for patterns, 
translations, anomalies etc. 
To compare: I can sort between 
historical fact & opinion and religious 
belief & opinion, giving examples. 

To reflect: I can subtly, citing evidence, 
evaluate the wider impact of religious 
belief.  
P&S Myself & Others, Community Life, 
To reflect: I can reflect on how different 
translations and interpretations of texts 
may lead to different beliefs, practices and 
sects. P&S Healthy Body, Healthy Mind 

To respond: I confidently use my 
knowledge about religious beliefs to 
inform religious artworks in multiple 
parts which explore ideas of faith, using 
specific knowledge and understanding 
about the beliefs of other people. 



 

Glossary 
 

Belief holding something to be true, based on 
different forms of evidence. 
 
Deity a supernatural being or God around 
whom a religion is organised. 
 
Empirical proof based on facts or evidence 
gathered through observation. 
 
Ethics a code of right and wrong acts. 
 
Fact something which can be proven 
empirically based on concrete evidence. (e.g. 
Jesus Christ existed historically – that is a fact, 
however Christians believe he was God’s son, 
that is an article of faith, not a provable fact) 
 
Faith a belief in something without evidence 
or proof, based on tradition, trust or non-
empirical evidence. 
 
Prayer a verbal or mental attempt to 
communicate with a spiritual entity e.g. God. 
 
Religion an organised sense of spiritual belief 
with rules, traditions, rites celebrations, 
sacred text and leaders. 
 
Revelation the evidence for a particular set of 
beliefs. 

Scriptures holy writings which give 

information on which a religion is based. 

Sin doing something wrong in a religious 
sense. 
 
Tradition an act or action which has always 
been done by a particular group or faith 
community. 
 
Truth that which is actually so, whether it be 
proven or not. 

Worship the giving of love or respect to a 
deity. 

 

 


